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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA
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In opposing Defendant’s Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings (Doc. 22), Plaintiff refers
the Court to the facts and arguments described in his summary judgment brief. See Doc. 23. In
addition, after reviewing Defendant’s Motion, Plaintiff makes the following points:
A. Regardless of How Defendant’s Overtime Plan is Characterized, It is Entirely a
Creature of the Federal FWM and Lacks Any Basis Under the PMWA.
Defendant explains that its overtime pay plan is based on the federal FWM, see Def. Br.
(Doc. 22-1) at 1, 7-8, 10, and emphasizes the “mathematical fact” that such FWM plans actually
result in employees receiving “time and one-half” overtime pay, id. at 3, 5, 9-11.
Defendant’s proposition that FWM overtime pay constitutes “time and one-half” pay
rests on an employer’s ability under the FWM to spread an employee’s weekly salary across all
work hours (including overtime hours) during the week. As a result, the employee, by sole
virtue of his weekly salary, receives “straight-time” pay for all work hours (including overtime
hours). Thus, when the employee receives his extra “half-time” payment for each overtime hour,
he will have been paid at a “time and one-half” rate for each overtime hour. After all, “straighttime” plus “half-time” equals “time and one-half.” See generally Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 9-11.
But here’s the catch: The only reason an employer is allowed to spread the employee’s
weekly salary across all work hours and thereby receive straight-time credit for the overtime
hours is because the federal FWM regulation explicitly permits the employer to do so. In
particular, the FWM permits the employer to reach an understanding with the employee “that he
will receive [his fixed salary] as straight time pay for whatever hours he is called upon to work in
a workweek.” 29 C.F.R. § 778.114(a); see also id. (“the salary in such a situation is intended to
compensate the employee at straight time rates for whatever hours are worked in the
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workweek”); id. (under FWM, overtime hours “have already been compensated at the straight
time regular rate, under the salary arrangement”).1
In sum, the “mathematical fact” espoused by Defendant is, itself, purely a creature of the
federal FWM regulation. Absent the FWM, Defendant’s mathematics go out the window.
Unfortunately for Defendant, this is not a federal FLSA case. It is a PMWA case, and
Defendant’s analysis avoids the central issue: Whether the PMWA provides a basis for
Defendant’s practice of (i) spreading Plaintiff’s salary across all hours worked, (ii) receiving
straight time credit for all overtime hours, and (iii) making a mere half-time payment for each
overtime hour.
Defendant’s Achilles’ heel is its inability to locate any PMWA language that mirrors (or
even resembles) the FWM or otherwise provides Pennsylvania employers with the privilege of
spreading an employee’s weekly salary across all work hours and thereby receiving straight-time
credit for any overtime hours. Defendant relies on 34 Pa. Code § 231.43(d)(3) as the PMWA
analogue to the FWM. See Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 12-13. But this analogy cannot withstand
scrutiny. Section 231.43(d)(3) – unlike the FWM regulation – neither states nor suggests that an
employer can spread the weekly salary across all work hours and thereby receive straight time
credit for any overtime hours. See 34 Pa. Code § 231.43(d)(3). This places § 231.43(d)(3) in
stark contrast with the FWM, which explicitly repeats this central principle three separate times.
1

Moreover, even under federal law, the principal benefit an employer derives from the FWM –
the ability to spread the salary across all work hours and thereby receive straight-time credit for
the overtime hours – is a privilege, not a right. As Defendant acknowledges, employers can
utilize the FWM only if five separate conditions are met. See Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 8 (citing
cases). If any of these conditions are not satisfied, the FWM cannot be utilized, and the
employer is prohibited from spreading the employee’s salary across all work hours and receiving
straight-time credit for the overtime hours. See, e.g., Heder v. City of Two Rivers, 295 F.3d 777,
779-80 (7th Cir. 2002); Cowan v. Treetop Enterprises, Inc., 163 F. Supp. 2d 930, 938-42 (M.D.
Tenn. 2001); Dingwall v. Friedman Fisher Associates, P.C., 3 F. Supp. 2d 215, 221-22
(N.D.N.Y. 1998); Yorman v. Dinkins, 865 F. Supp. 154, 164-65 (S.D.N.Y. 1994).
2
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See pp. 1-2 supra (quoting 29 C.F.R. § 778.114(a)). As such, § 231.43(d)(3) regulation cannot
possibly serve as Pennsylvania’s equivalent to the FWM.2
After § 231.43(d)(3) is eliminated as a possible basis for the FWM, Defendant is left with
no possible statutory or regulatory authority for incorporating the FWM into the PMWA. This
should bring an end to Defendants’ argument. As Judge Bissoon observed: “Had the
Pennsylvania regulatory body wished to authorize one-half-time payment under Section
231.43(d), it certainly knew how to do so.” Foster, 285 F.R.D. at 345.3
B. 34 Pa. Code § 231.43(b) Further Contradicts Defendant’s Argument.
As discussed above, the PMWA – unlike the FLSA – lacks any mechanism for an
employer to spread an employee’s weekly salary across all work hours and thereby receive
straight-time credit for the overtime hours. Notably, however, the PMWA regulations do contain
a specific provision that endorses this payment scheme for day-rate employees. In particular, 34
Pa. Code § 231.43(b) addresses the calculation of overtime pay for employees “paid a flat sum
for a day’s work” (a.k.a. “day-rate employees”). Id. This regulation treats Pennsylvania day-rate
employees the way Defendant wants to treat Plaintiff: It allows the employer to spread the total
of all day-rate payments across all work hour (including overtime hours) during the week and
provides the employer “regular rate” credit for all such hours. See id. Next, the regulation
explicitly provides that the employee “is then entitled to extra half-time pay at this rate for hours

2

In addition, as emphasized in the Foster and Cerutti decisions and explained in Plaintiff’s
summary judgment brief, § 231.43(d)(3)’s explicit requirement that overtime be computed “at a
rate not less than 1 ½ times the rate established by the agreement” stands in stark contrast to 29
C.F.R. § 778.114(a)’s explicit reference to “half-time pay.” See Plf. Br. (Doc. 23) at 6-7.
3
Section 231.43(d)(3) is by no means a hollow provision. The regulation allows employers and
employees to mutually reach an agreement regarding the rate that will be used to calculate
overtime. However, the provision does not enable an employer to spread a weekly salary across
all work hours and use this salary-spreading as a basis for only paying extra half-time for
overtime work. See Foster, 285 F.R.D. at 447 n. 4.
3
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worked in excess of 40 during the workweek.” Id. In essence, the PMWA adopts for day-rate
employees an overtime calculation method that is conceptually and mathematically akin to the
FWM methodology.
Section 231.43(b) demonstrates that Pennsylvania rulemakers understand what language
needs to be used in order to permit employers to (i) spread regular payments across overtime
hours and receive straight-time credit for such payments and (ii) as a result, only pay “extra halftime pay” for the overtime hours. The PMWA’s explicit description of such a methodology in
this day-rate regulation makes the absence of a similar provision for salaried employees even
more glaring and further undermines Defendant’s argument. See Hamden v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S.
557, 578 (2006) (“a negative inference may be drawn from the exclusion of language from one
statutory provision that is included in other provisions of the statute.”).
C. Plaintiff’s Response to Some of Defendant’s Additional Arguments.
Finally, Plaintiff offers the following responses to a few additional arguments in
Defendant’s Motion:
First, Defendant asserts that Foster and Cerutti “impermissibly attempted to create state
law.” Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 17.4 This criticism is unjustified. Federal judges frequently are
called upon to interpret state law, and, under such circumstances, their analysis (while perhaps
not constituting “binding state law”) is entitled to consideration in future federal or state court
cases. Here, Plaintiff does not argue that Foster and Cerutti are binding precedent; he merely
argues that Your Honor should follow these decisions because they are thoughtful and wellreasoned. Defendant cannot brush aside the Foster and Cerutti opinions based on the mere fact
that they were written by federal judges.
4

This assertion seems ironic, considering that Defendant removed this lawsuit to federal court
and thereby forfeited the opportunity to have a state court judge decide this matter. See Doc. 1.
4
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Second, Defendant asserts that the PMWA should be interpreted consistently with the
FLSA and cites to various cases that purportedly support of this assertion. See Def. Br. (Doc.
22-1). It is true that courts look to federal guidance in interpreting PMWA provisions that mirror
or very closely resemble parallel FLSA provisions. But this is not such a case. Here, Plaintiff
argues (and Defendant cannot effectively dispute) that the PMWA does not contain any statutory
or regulatory equivalent to the federal FWM. Under these circumstances, the decisional law
overwhelmingly holds that the FLSA may not be used to “fill in the missing gaps” within the
PMWA. See Plf. Br. (Doc. 23) at 8-13 (discussing cases). This principle is well-established in
Pennsylvania, as most recently exemplified by last week’s Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer
article entitled “Beware the Perils of Varying State Wage-and-Hour Laws.” See Exhibit A.
Third, Defendant briefly discusses Judge Gawthrop’s 1996 Friedrich opinion and makes a
passing reference to Judge Caputo’s 2004 Evans opinion. See Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 15-16.
However, as Defendant concedes, the parties in these cases did not dispute the applicability of
the FWW under Pennsylvania law, and, therefore, the judges did not consider the legal issue
relevant to the instant lawsuit. See id. at 16; accord Foster, 285 F.R.D. at 346-47 (explaining that
Friedrich is irrelevant to analysis of whether PMWA permits FWM).
Fourth, Defendant presents the Court with a February 26, 2003 letter in which a Deputy
Chief Counsel from the Pennsylvania Labor Law Compliance Division addresses a discovery
dispute with a Media, PA attorney. See Def. Br. (Doc. 22-1) at 16 and Ex. E (Doc. 22-8). Even
if this letter is somehow relevant, its contents would support Plaintiff’s argument that the PMWA
regulations do not contain any analogue to the FWM. See Letter (Doc. 22-8) at 2 (“there was no
official publication or binding norm concerning this issue in any Department document, the
Pennsylvania Code, or the Pennsylvania Bulletin.”).

5
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Date: November 7, 2013

Respectfully,
/s/ Peter Winebrake
Peter Winebrake
R. Andrew Santillo
Mark J. Gottesfeld
WINEBRAKE & SANTILLO, LLC
Twining Office Center, Suite 211
715 Twining Road
Dresher, PA 19025
Phone: (215) 884-2491
Paul J. Lukas, Esq.*
Timothy Selander, Esq.*
NICHOLS KASTER, PLLP
4600 IDS Center
80 South Eighth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Phone: (612) 256-3200
*admitted pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Exhibit A
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Law
in Opposition to Defendant’s Motion
for Judgment on the Pleadings
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